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Maybe it’s because we’re all so overloaded with information.

Maybe it’s because we’re all so starved for meaning.

Or maybe it’s because, thanks to social media, everyone’s become a broadcaster these days.

Whatever the reason, we’re all getting the same memo at the same time: if you want to be heard, you’d better learn to tell better stories.
We live in a world that has lost its connection to its traditional myths, and we are now trying to find new ones—we’re people, and that’s what people without myths do. These myths will shape our future, how we live, what we do, and what we buy. They will touch all of us but not all of us get to write them. Those who do have tremendous power.

And where there is power, there is struggle for it. That’s why, just below the surface, just beyond what the uninitiated can see, there are wars going on. The soldiers at are Tea Party demonstrators and champions of “the 99 percent,” climate change activists, makers of computers and sneaker brands. They seem to be fighting over ideas and dollars, but they are really fighting for control of our stories.

Understanding these story wars will make you a more effective communicator and a savvier media consumer. I want you to be part of the wars because our world is badly in need of solutions in so many places—economic, social, and environment to name just a few. The ability to dream up and spread these solutions lives and dies on the ability to tell great stories and inspire people to think differently. Nothing is more urgent than that right now.

But talk to marketers or activists, managers or educators who’ve found themselves on the receiving end of this advice, and you’ll hear the same thing: “Yeah, I understand I need to do it, but please tell me how to do it.”
Usually the conversation ends awkwardly there. It doesn’t have to. In writing my 2012 book, Winning the Story Wars—a manifesto on how to break through in our media saturated world—I uncovered 10 simple strategies that anyone can use to start telling stories that get heard and move people to action.

I know what you’re thinking: 10 simple strategies? Storytelling is an art that takes inborn talent and intense dedication to develop. But after spending a decade researching its practice, I’m convinced that storytelling is less like playing a concerto and more like the classic board game Othello: “a minute to learn, a lifetime to master.” Well, maybe a few minutes.

So let’s say your challenge is to get a customer to buy something, your team to work better together, or thousands of people to join your urgent cause. Put down your facts, your threats, your pleadings, and your special offers and try these simple storytelling strategies.

“Whatever the reason, we’re all getting the same memo at the same time: if you want to be heard, you’d better learn to tell better stories.”
1 » Know What a Story Is

Ok, this first strategy isn’t quite a “strategy.” It’s the single concept you’ll need to put the nine other actionable strategies to work. Bear with me on this one.

We’ve all been told stories since we were toddlers, so we think we know what they are. Go see a movie and tell a friend what the “story” was and you’ll probably describe a bunch of characters experiencing a series of events, conflicts and settings.

Of course, that’s just the surface of a story. Stories are the most powerful persuasion tool human beings have ever devised, but they can only be reliably crafted by understanding what lies beneath the obvious and visible surface.

Every visible element of a well-told story is placed on the visible surface for a specific and strategic reason—to illustrate a truth about how the world works. We call this truth the “Moral of the Story.” Our brains are programmed by millennia of evolution to tune into stories so that we can learn from the experiences of others—and not have to make too many stupid mistakes for ourselves. We sit in rapt attention with the expectation that, at the end, the story will all make sense. And for the story to make sense, everything that happens should point back to a single compelling truth. That’s the Moral.
We can go one level deeper in understanding a story, however. The Moral is itself based on core values the storyteller wants to share with audiences. When we hear a story with the Moral “better safe than sorry,” we know the storyteller values safety and security. A storyteller who teaches us “he who hesitates is lost” is teaching us to value risk and adventure. The reason that teams, tribes, and even civilizations have been built on stories is because stories are containers for values. They bind us together in a sense of “us” by getting a group to share a sense of us what is important and what’s not.

Ok, that’s it for the background. But it was worth it, right? Now you know what stories are all about.

2 » Figure Out What You Stand For

Whether you’re trying to tell stories for your brand (as a marketer) or for yourself (as a leader), the first step is knowing what values you stand for. Brands and leaders who are clear on their values, and know how to communicate them, consistently perform higher than those that don’t.

By choosing the values you promote in every story you tell, you stake out a territory and ask others to come join you, driven by their own sense of what truly matters. It’s how you turn audiences into evangelists.
Marketers have long known not to simply shout their features or benefits at people, but to tell them stories based on universal human values. For the last hundred years, however, the universal values most marketers appealed to were fear, greed, status seeking and safety. This is known as “inadequacy storytelling” because such stories make audiences feel like they lack something that only a relationship with a brand or leader can fulfill.

“Whether you’re trying to tell stories for your brand or for yourself, the first step is knowing what values you stand for.”

Of course, inadequacy storytelling works—we see it everywhere. But there is an anomaly, a leftover from the dying Broadcast Era. Joseph Campbell, the mythologist who studied stories across cultures and times, told us that the stories that have always worked best don’t scare people. They call them to heroic action and to live out transcendent values. Base your stories on values like these and you will be a storyteller that inspires, rather than frightens audiences to action.

So as a brand or leader, what do you stand for? Consider these transcendent values as you search for your core: Community, Justice, Transparency, Self-Expression, Love, and Perseverance.
3 » Declare Your Moral

Ok, so you’re ready to write that story that will rocket your 30-second spot, your rousing speech or your next pitch to breakthrough. But how?

The place to start is not on the surface. The characters, conflict and settings are all about how you’ll tell it. Before you get to that, you need to know what you’re trying to say—the what is the Moral of the Story.

To find your Moral, ask yourself: “What core belief held by my audience would I like to speak to, or change, with my story?” Maybe your customers believe your product is just a plain old tool that they can buy more cheaply somewhere else. Maybe your team feels they need to fight fire with fire when conflicts arise. Maybe your voters feel there’s no use discussing a more positive future when things have gotten so bleak.

Great stories can shift such beliefs on a dime by introducing a new belief system about how the world works that is more compelling than the old one.

When Apple wanted people to see the personal computer not as a business machine, but as a font of personal creativity, they released the sensational 1984 story-ad. The Moral? Creative non-conformists empowered with the right tools will rule the world. The world instantly agreed.
When legendary NBA coach Phil Jackson couldn’t get Michael Jordan and company to control their tempers (or win) against the dirty-playing Detroit Pistons, he told them a story. Jackson told of the Sioux warriors who thanked their enemies before entering battle because they knew only a great enemy can make a great warrior. The Bulls calmed down and beat the Pistons 27 times in a row. The old belief? An eye for an eye. The new belief, love your enemy. One didn’t work, the other did.

And, of course, there’s Barack Obama’s relentless 2008 storytelling campaign, always pointing back to the same Moral: Working hard and working together, we can bring hope to America. Voters knew (and loved) what he stood for because he knew what his Moral was and never stopped telling stories about it.

All three of these examples appeal to transcendent values: Apple appealed to Creativity and Self-Expression, Jackson to Love, and Obama to Community and Perseverance. These master storytellers found perfect alignment between a core truth and common values.

So before you start crafting your story, ask “What’s the Moral of my story?” Write it down as big as you can, and as you go through the next steps make sure every word you commit to your stories is building the case for your Moral.
Finally, we’re ready to get to the story surface, which is where we’ll stay for the rest of these strategies.

With your Moral in hand, you have two choices: yell it at your audiences (hint: that’s not storytelling) or prove your Moral by showing it play out in the lives of relatable, tangible characters.

The easiest way to find a powerful and authentic story is to ask of yourself “how do I know my Moral to be true?” If it really is true, you should be able to identify real-life experiences you’ve had, stories you’ve heard as a child, or well-known books, movies or legends that bring your Moral to compelling life.

By drawing from your own repertoire of experiences and stories, you’ll connect the story you’re telling to you in a deeply authentic way, building your power to tell the story well.

“The easiest way to find a powerful and authentic story is to ask of yourself “how do I know my Moral to be true?”
Phil Jackson has spent much of his life with the Sioux and is deeply spiritually connected to that tribe. When looking for a story to illustrate his Moral, he drew on his own authentic experience. It gave his story credibility with his players because they knew the story was sacred to him. Ridley Scott borrowed 1984 from George Orwell’s iconic book that had iconically proven the dangers on conformity. Obama borrowed “Yes We Can” from his experiences as a long time organizer and Morals of past movements he admired.

Tangible experiences you’ve had or compelling stories you’ve heard are the best raw material from which to craft your next story. Just look at the best speeches and advertisements. Very few of the stories they tell came from thin air.

So step back and ask, “what story proves my Moral to be true?” And don’t worry about copying. Once we’re through with the remaining strategies, you’ll have made the story very much your own.

5 » Stop Trying to Be the Hero

Every great story has a great hero—the main character audiences get behind and want to see succeed. In creating his famous “Hero’s Journey” model to explain the most successful stories of all time, Campbell showed that the hero was usually a helpless outsider, the least likely person to change the world (think Luke Skywalker, Dorothy, tiny Frodo).
Why is this setup so popular? Because audiences usually feel like helpless outsiders themselves—not heroes. They can relate to such characters and by the time the story is done, they believe they can be a little more heroic themselves. As storytellers trying to spur people to action, isn’t that what we want?

There are two lessons here: First, as the marketer or leader telling a story, you are not the helpless outsider. You’re the expert. There are so many subtle ways we cast ourselves as heroes of our own stories—either by talking incessantly about ourselves or making the lead character a thinly veiled stand-in for our own egos. It’s time to stop. You and your brand are not the hero, your audience is.

Which leads us to the second lesson: Make sure the main character(s) in your story are people who start out a lot like your audience and then evolve to be like your audience’s aspirational selves. You’ll be amazed how people will perk up and listen.

So take that raw story you’ve ripped from experience or pop culture and start creating your own version of it. Emphasize the characteristics of the hero that your audiences will be able to relate to. And get off your high horse—the hero of your story is not you. One way to do this is to sprinkle your story with humor—it takes you out of the role of hero and into the role of trusted friend.
6 » Show the Broken World

The easiest way to set the stage for your story is to describe the imperfect landscape your hero inhabits—the broken world. At the beginning of the adventure, things are not right. Specifically, your hero toils in a reality in which she believes she is not empowered to live her higher values and get the results she desires.

Paint a clear picture of this world in a way that will get audiences nodding their heads and saying “Hey, that’s my world. I face those challenges too.”

7 » Make Sure There’s Action

The action of the story doesn’t really start until the hero (the character your audience wants to be) comes into contact with the nemesis (the character your audience doesn’t want to be).

The two forces meet and we get on the edge of our seats until one prevails. These kinds of conflicts are what make most stories compelling.

So as you craft your story, ask who stands in your hero’s way? Classic stories feature an actual bad guy. If you go this route, here’s an interesting twist on the formula: The villain is not just pure evil. He is often who the hero might be if she failed to pursue her higher values. Remember
who Darth Vader really was? He’s the guy Luke would have become if he had given in to his rage. If you have a real villain, make him as relatable to your audiences as your hero—the villain will provide a powerful cautionary tale within your larger story.

But villains don’t have to be individuals. They can be outmoded attitudes, group beliefs or even that nasty voice within the hero herself that tries to hold her back.

Whichever strategy you choose, it’s key that you mold your story to clearly name what stands in your hero’s way.

8 » Reveal the Moral

In most stories you’ll tell to motivate a change in belief, your hero will overcome the villain or obstacle and succeed. How she conquers the forces against her reveals the Moral of the Story.

This moment of success is the most important scene in the story you tell. Provide rich and vivid detail about how your hero makes an unlikely choice, a difficult sacrifice or breaks old habits to achieve the ultimate breakthrough.

Here you’re revealing your core truth about how the world works. Do this well and you won’t have to spell out your Moral. Audiences will instantly grasp it and begin to apply it to their own lives.
So focus on this scene of ultimate breakthrough. Does your hero learn to believe in her own power? Does she give her power up, learning to trust her community? Does she finally utter a truth everyone else is afraid to speak? Every great story hinges on a thrilling moment to illustrate its Moral, and yours should to.

9 » Break the Mold

Now you’ve got your pieces in place—your hero, your villain, your moment of breakthrough.

The obvious way to arrange these elements is like this: describe the broken world; introduce your hero; introduce your villain; show the conflict and then the breakthrough; describe the world as better in the end.

But obvious is rarely best when it comes to telling a story. Great storytellers surprise audiences by starting in unexpected places. Perhaps we enter the story at the moment of breakthrough and then flash back to the broken world. Or maybe we start from the perspective of the villain first encountering our hero.

Once you feel comfortable with your core story elements, you have endless choices as to where you begin and where you end. You won’t discover the best strategy until you’ve tried many combinations. But when you find the right one, you’ll often know right away.
Details matter. The sights, sounds and smells of a story make it come to life. If you tell your story from the detached 35,000’ perspective, you’ll be doing little more than dressing up a string of facts in the clothes of story.

Instead, bring audiences right down to the ground—that’s what makes identification with the characters possible. Embellish your stories with visual or verbal details that leave audiences feeling that they were truly there and that they’ve learned these lessons for themselves.

This takes work. It means getting into the heads and hearts of your characters. Ask yourself, “what would it have been like to have this experience?” Then narrate your story from the insights you’ve gained.

“Embellish your stories with visual or verbal details that leave audiences feeling that they were truly there and that they’ve learned these lessons for themselves.”
In writing *Winning the Story Wars*, I gave myself this same challenge. In telling the stories of Moses, Robert Oppenheimer, and the Arab Spring to illustrate my points, I actually role played each of these characters. I tried my best to cross space and time to inhabit their worlds. Then I told their stories as if I were there walking side by side with them. It turned a book about storytelling into a book of powerful stories.

Let’s be honest, no story will hit all ten strategies perfectly, and a great story can’t be written following simple steps. But if you do take the time to steal a story from memory, myth, or the experience of others and then fine-tune it with the timeless concepts I’ve given you, you’ll have a powerful place to start. *And the next time someone tells you it’s time to tell better stories, you can tell them you’re well on your way.*
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